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Introduction
Decarbonisation and the drive towards Net Zero
by 2050 is fast becoming a reality, with the UK
government committing to a national target of netzero carbon emissions by 2050. This means the way
we provide heating and hot water to homes will
fundamentally change over the coming years.
Ideal Heating’s Expert Academy is here to support
you gain high quality training, as easily as possible.
We appreciate taking time out for development is an
investment for you and your business and we aim to
support you by keeping costs as low as possible.
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Welcome what we can
offer you
Our Training Managers

Our Accreditations

Your training manager will have
extensive experience and qualifications
that span across the heating and gas
industries. Working closely alongside
our product managers, research
and development departments and
national network of service engineers,
they can provide insights and technical
information unavailable elsewhere.

We are approved BPEC and City and
Guilds assessment centres so you can
be assured we maintain high standards
of quality and consistency.

We also invest in developing their
training techniques and skills so that
you benefit from the best possible
training experience. Our courses utilise
modern training techniques to help you
best retain knowledge, build skills and
enjoy it throughout.

Our Facilities
Our Expert Academy Centre of
Excellence based in Leeds is a
purpose designed building providing
comfortable and well-equipped
training facilities. A newly created
training suite was created in 2021
dedicated to heat pumps. Each day
you will be provided with free reserved
parking, refreshments throughout the
day and lunch. We also have available a
range of tools and equipment available
that are available for you to
try throughout the course.
Further exciting developments are due
in 2022, watch this space!

Digital Learning
Alongside what you learn during the
training programme, we are continually
adding to our range of free digital
training resources. These are available
for ongoing refreshers as well and onsite technical support.
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Our Services
We believe that the quality of our
products can only be matched by the
quality of installation, commissioning,
and maintenance. For this reason,
we invest in making quality training
available at the lowest cost possible.
There is no catch or conditions with
our low prices or free courses – they
are designed to support you do what
you do best in the most efficient way
possible.

Training First
Good quality, technical training is
our number one priority. We pride
ourselves in providing you honest,
balanced information. We don’t do
sales presentations and we certainly
don’t try to push anything during our
training courses. We also love learning
from your experiences - we are all about
providing you the best quality training
programme.
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Overview
We provide what we believe are industry leading courses at the most competitive
prices. We’ve summarised the course types and prices below for you - the full details
of each course can be found in the following pages.
All prices inclusive of VAT

BPEC Heat pump systems
4 x days blended learning including theory exam and practical assessments.

£250

Ideal Heating Alfea and Extensa ASHP product training
1 x day blended learning.

Free

BPEC Hot water storage systems (Unvented / G3)
1 x day blended learning followed by a short multi choice theory exams and
practical assessments.

£100

BPEC Part L, Energy efficiency
Distance learning followed by a short multi choice theory exam in our centre.
BPEC Water regulations
Distance learning followed by a short multi choice theory exam in our centre.
City & Guilds F-Gas Regulations (2079)
5 x days blended learning including theory exam and practical assessments.
Heat Pump 5-day Qualifications Package
• 4 x days BPEC Heat pump systems
• BPEC Part L, Energy Efficiency
• BPEC Water regulations

Both included free of charge
as part of BPEC heat pump qual.
£100 each standalone

£295

£250

*You can choose one or both additional elements depending on what you require

4 Night Accommodation Package
We offer a fixed priced accommodation package for 4 nights dinner, bed and
breakfast in a local quality hotel.
1 Night Accommodation Package
Offered only in conjunction with our Ideal Heating air source heat pump
product training. Dinner, bed, and breakfast in a local quality hotel
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£250

£75
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Heat Pump
Systems
DETAILS
Duration

4 days

Locations

Leeds

Price

£250

Accommodation package

£250

Course Code

HPS1

Course Overview
Our course is designed for experienced
heating installers who wish to fit
heat pumps in both domestic and
commercial properties. It provides the
skills and knowledge to install and
maintain heat pumps.

Course Content & Learning
Objectives
The course is structured over 4 days
of learning Tuesday to Friday. The
content is perfectly blended between
explanation of theory, worked scenarios
and practical tasks.

Entry Requirements
Persons attending the course will
require the following as minimum.
•

A minimum NVQ Level 2/3
qualification or equivalent in
plumbing, heating engineering
that includes systems design and
wet central heating systems. Or a
demonstrable number of years of
relevant experience, typically 2 years
minimum in a working role.

•

Water Regulations

•

Energy Efficiency
Domestic Hot Water Storage
Systems (Unvented/G3)

The course meets national occupational
standards and is recognised as a
demonstration of competence for the
Microgeneration Certification Scheme
(MCS). It covers both ground and air
source heat pumps. Whilst you will
qualify in both, the course mainly
focuses on air source products, and we
recommend you choose an alternative
provider if you have a keen interest in
ground source.

•

Why heat pumps – the market
context

•

How a heat pump works – principles
and components

•

Heating and hot water system
design requirements

•

Health, safety, environmental and
regulation considerations

•

•

Heat pump installation – general and
Ideal Heating product specifics

Our course has been carefully designed
to provide you foundation the skills
and knowledge around heat pumps,
as well as Ideal product knowledge.
We achieve this by including plentiful
hands-on activities and various
simulated scenarios for you to work
through.

•

Commissioning, maintenance,
and fault finding – with plenty of
practical tasks completed on our
product range

If you do not have Water Regulations
or Energy Efficiency certificates of
completion, we provide the additional
elements at no extra charge so your
costs don’t spiral to get a heat pump
qualification! Both courses are distance
learning. Course material will be posted
out for you to study in your own time.
We recommend leaving a minimum
of around 2 weeks. You attend to
complete the written assessments on
the Monday of the training week.

During the course you will be provided
with a BPEC study manual and a range
of product technical information and
handouts.

Assessment Requirements
A blend of multiple-choice style
assessment papers and practical
observations
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We recommend you complete
Unvented/G3 prior Heat Pump
Systems but is not a requirement of
the qualification. You can book
this course separately with us or
an alternate provider and would
be required when working on any
unvented hot water system.
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Ideal Heating
Alfea & Extensa ASHP
product training
DETAILS
Duration

1 day

Locations

Leeds

Price

Free

Accommodation package

£75

Course Code

Course Overview
This course is designed for experienced
air source heat pump installers who
wish to fit and/or maintain Ideal air
source heat pump products. It provides
the knowledge to install and maintain
the Ideal Alfea and Extensa products.
The course covers all aspects of our
product selection, installation, and
commissioning requirements, ensuring
products are performing to their
potential whilst meeting warranty
conditions.
You will obtain the product knowledge
via a mix of theory and hands-on
activities including various simulated
scenarios for you to work through.
Please note these products are of split
design. Whilst F-Gas registration is
not required to attend the training,
elements included within it do require
a qualified F-Gas engineer outside of
the training environment.
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HPIDE1

Course Content & Learning
Objectives
The course is delivered over 1 day

Assessment Requirements
There are no formal assessment
requirements, but we do provide
a commissioning process to work
through along with several scenarios
that you are likely to encounter.

•

Overview of the Ideal Alfea and
Extensa product range and
accessories

•

System design requirements

Entry Requirements

•

Installation considerations including
hints and tips

•

Commissioning process including
refrigeration lines

You should already hold heat pump
qualifications and/or have prior
experience.

•

Controls set up and user hand over

•

Maintenance requirements

•

Troubleshooting and fault finding

The foundation knowledge of heat
pump principles and system design
are not covered on this course.

During the course you will complete
commissioning and troubleshooting
tasks several yourself to best build your
confidence before undertaking on-site
installations.
Product information and training
documents are provided.
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BPEC Hot water
storage systems
(Unvented / G3)
DETAILS
Duration

1 day

Locations

Leeds

Price
Course Code

£100
UVINIT

Course Overview

Assessment Requirements

This course is to help heating installers
and plumbers who want to install
vented and unvented hot water storage
systems to comply with the appropriate
building regulations and standards.

A blend of multiple-choice style
assessment papers and practical
observations.

Course Content & Learning
Objectives
The course is delivered over 1 day.
•

Principles and design considerations
of hot water storage systems

•

Safety

•

Regulations, standards, and
guidance

•

Cylinder types and component
design and operation

•

Safety controls and operating
methods

•

Installation and commissioning

•

Maintenance and servicing

Entry Requirements
You must hold a recognised trade
qualification (e.g., NVQ/SNVQ Level 2 or
3 in Plumbing and Heating or similar)
OR be working towards one OR have
a number of years’ experience in the
plumbing and heating industry.

During the course the equipment is
available for demonstration and allow
you to complete a number of tasks
yourself including the identification of
common faults and installation errors.
Training documents are provided.
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BPEC Part L,
Energy efficiency
DETAILS
Duration

1 day

Locations

Leeds & Hull

Price standalone
With BPEC heat pumps
Course Code

Course Overview
This course is designed for central
heating installers that need to selfcertificate their work via one of the
competent persons schemes. The
course covers the requirements of
Part L of the building regulations.
Taken in isolation, the course is planned
for a full day in our centre though many
finish sooner. It is possible to take this
in conjunction with water regulations
also on the same day.
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£100
F.O.C
ENGEFF

Course Content & Learning
Objectives
The course material is issued
beforehand for self-study. On
attending the centre, the documents
and content is summarised for you
prior to beginning assessments.
We recommend registering for
the course 2 weeks prior to your
assessment date to allow sufficient
time for the course materials to reach
you and for your study time. You are
provided a course manual.

Assessment Requirements
Assessed via a short multi-choice
theory examination.

Entry Requirements
You should have experience of gas,
oil, solid fuel domestic or low carbon
heating systems.
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BPEC Water
Regulation
DETAILS
Duration

1 day

Locations

Leeds & Hull

Price standalone
With BPEC heat pumps
Course Code

Course Overview
This course covers the Water Supply
(Water Fittings) Regulations 1999
(England and Wales) and the Water
Byelaws 2014 (Scotland) and meet
the requirements of WRAS (the Water
Advisory Scheme) of which the majority
of water companies are members.
Taken in isolation the course is planned
for a full day in our centre though many
finish sooner. It is possible to take this
in conjunction with water regulations
also on the same day.
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£100
F.O.C
WATREG

Course Content & Learning
Objectives
The course material is issues
beforehand for self-study. On
attending the centre, the documents
and content is summarised for you
prior to beginning assessments.
We recommend registering for
the course 2 weeks prior to your
assessment date to allow sufficient
time for the course materials to reach
you and for your study time.

Assessment Requirements
Assessed via a short multi-choice
theory examination.

Entry Requirements
You should have some knowledge of
plumbing and water industry.
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City & Guilds F-Gas
Regulations 2079

(Available early 2022)

DETAILS
Duration

5 days

Locations

Hull

Price standalone

£295

Course Code

Course Overview

FGAS1

The qualification meets the full
standards of C&G 2079 requirements,
additionally we emphasise information
towards the application of heat pumps.
Course objectives include;

Assessment Requirements

•

Principles of thermodynamics

Entry Requirements

•

Component operation and sequence

•

Refrigerant properties

•

Regulations and safety including
general refrigerant handling
requirements

•

Installation of circuits including
pipework techniques

•

Commissioning requirements
including checking satisfactory
operation

The course is delivered over a
demanding but very rewarding 5 days.

•

Service and leak checking

•

Recovery and decommissioning

You will initially be introduced to the
theory behind refrigerant circuits,
the components involved and how
they work. You will then have many
opportunities to complete practical
tasks to embed the theory within real
world applications.

Please note. Refrigerant pipework
installation techniques vary from
pluming and gas pipework that
heating installers are typically familiar
with. Techniques such as flaring,
brazing whilst covered within the
course and assessment, installers
may wish to register for our additional
course specific refrigerant pipework
installation and testing techniques.

This qualification is aimed at
experienced heating engineers who
wish to begin working with fluorinated
gas and ozone depleting substances.
Typically required for the installation
and commissioning of split design
ASHP and/or maintenance within the
refrigeration circuits of mono design
heat pumps.
*Please note as an interim arrangement
until our F-Gas training facility becomes
operational, we have partnered with
a trusted 3rd party training provider.
Please ask for more details if required.

Course Content & Learning
Objectives
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Assessed via an online multi-choice
theory examination plus observed
practical tasks.

Due to the long waiting lists and
demand for this course a request we
only accept heating engineers with a
Gas Safe business number that can be
verified. We do not accept applications
from those working in air conditioning
or refrigeration industry types.
You must hold and provide evidence of;
•

A minimum NVQ Level 2/3
qualification in plumbing or
conventional heating engineering,
or a demonstrable number of years
of relevant experience.

•

A recognised heat pump
qualification or, have a secured
booking with us to complete
your heat pump qualification. We
recommend completing the heat
pump qualification first as the
learning flows better, but it is not
essential.
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Heat Pump 5-day
Qualifications Package
DETAILS
Duration

5 days

Locations

Leeds

Price standalone

£250

Course Code

HPPK1

Course Overview

Entry Requirements

To add even more value to our heat
pump training offer, we offer the
conditional qualifications free of
charge if you need them!

The requirements to undertake the
assessments are identical to the
individual courses.

The individual courses are competed
together at our centre, providing time
and resources efficiencies. We will send
you all pre-work and reading prior to
you joining at the training centre.
As part of our commitment to
contribute to building UK heat pump
skills, we are seeking every opportunity
to remove cost and barriers for you
where possible.

The booking is for an individual –
components cannot be transferred to
another person if you do not require
them.
All components must be completed
within the same week and cannot be
across dates.

Course Content & Learning
Objectives
Should you require one or both of BPEC
Part L, Energy Efficiency or BPEC Water
regulations, we ask you to attend the
training centre on the Monday of your
working week. If both elements are
needed you will need to attend for the
full day. If only one is needed, we will
ask you to attend just the afternoon.
Exact timings will be confirmed to you
closer to the time of your course.
Monday: BPEC Part L, Energy
Efficiency or BPEC Water regulations
assessments.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday:
Heat Pump Systems Training
Friday: Summary recap then written
and practical heat pump system
assessments
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4 Night
Accommodation
Package
DETAILS
Duration

5 days

Locations

Leeds

Price standalone

£250

Course Code

HPPK1

Course Overview

4 Night Accommodation Package

We only offer heat pump training
where our leading experts and facilities
are available. This provides you the best
possible training and environment to
learn in.

•

To support those that need to travel
some distance to our facilities, we have
teamed up with carefully selected hotel
partners to provide high quality, great
value accommodation. You just need to
get yourself to us!
Taking advantage of our
accommodation package regardless of
your location we believe has a positive
contribution on your learning. Past
delegates tell us it removed many of
the daily distractions, provided them
a quiet space to reflect and revise at
the end of each day’s training, and
you have the benefit of peer-to-peer
learning over dinner. It’s amazing how
somethings can just ‘click’ when you
talk through later in the day!
If you can – take the opportunity to
fully invest in your training week and
take advantage of the accommodation
package.
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•

A fixed priced accommodation
package for 4 nights dinner, bed and
breakfast in a local quality hotel. The
room is based on single occupancy
Depending on the venue, additional
items such as parking and Wi-Fi
maybe inclusive or additional
charges may apply, specific venue
details will be provided at the
time of booking request based on
availability.

•

Bookings must be made a minimum
of 14 days before the course start
date. The package will not be
available after that time.

•

We are unable to hold or reserve
places without full payment.

•

You (the client) are responsible
for additional charges such as
drinks, snacks etc outside of those
described as inclusive in the booking
confirmation.

•

You may wish to source and arrange
your own cancellation insurance if
needed, this is not something we
can offer.

•

You (the client) remain responsible
for your own safety and that of your
property and vehicles.

•

If the hotel has to cancel the services
due to a case of force majeure, the
hotel or Ideal will arrange similar
services or cancel the booking
without any liabilities

Conditions
•

The package is only available with
our Heat pump systems and F-gas
courses and cannot be purchased
separately.

•

Bookings are based on availability
and allocated on a first come first
serve basis. Unfortunately, we cannot
guarantee availability in all cases.

•

The package cannot be split or
shared in any way.

•

Your payment to secure booking
will be direct to Ideal Heating, the
payment must be made in full on
booking and is non-refundable.
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1 Night
Accommodation
Package
DETAILS
Duration

1 night

Locations

Leeds

Price standalone

£75

Course Code

ACCOM1

Course Overview

Conditions

We only offer heat pump training
where our leading experts and facilities
are available. This provides you the best
possible training and environment to
learn in.

•

The package is only available with
our Heat pump product course and
cannot be purchased separately.

•

Bookings are based on availability
and allocated on a first come first
serve basis. Unfortunately, we cannot
guarantee availability in all cases.

To support those that need to travel
some distance to our facilities, we have
teamed up with carefully selected hotel
partners to provide high quality, great
value accommodation. You just need to
get yourself to us!

•

The package cannot be split or
shared in any way.

•

Your payment to secure booking
will be direct to Ideal Heating, the
payment must be made in full on
booking and is non-refundable.

•

Bookings must be made a minimum
of 14 days before the course start
date. The package will not be
available after that time.

•

We are unable to hold or reserve
places without full payment.

•

You (the client) are responsible
for additional charges such as
drinks, snacks etc outside of those
described as inclusive in the booking
confirmation.

1 Night Accommodation Package
•

A fixed priced accommodation
package for 1 night dinner, bed and
breakfast in a local quality hotel. The
room is based on single occupancy.

•

Depending on the venue, additional
items such as parking and WiFi maybe inclusive or additional
charges may apply, specific venue
details will be provided at the
time of booking request based on
availability.
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•

You may wish to source and arrange
your own cancellation insurance if
needed, this is not something we
can offer.

•

You (the client) remain responsible
for your own safety and that of your
property and vehicles.

•

If the hotel has to cancel the services
due to a case of force majeure, the
hotel or Ideal will arrange similar
services or cancel the booking
without any liabilities.
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General information
and conditions
Booking and enquiries

Cancellations and refunds

Resits

•

To make enquiries or bookings
please email enquiries@expertacademy.co.uk, we aim to respond
within 7 days, within most cases it
is far quicker.

•

Please note that if the required level
of competency is not achieved in any
assessment, it may be necessary for
candidates to re-sit the sections which
they have been unsuccessful in.

•

When emailing please include
details of what courses you are
interested in, any accommodation
packages and your desired dates.
Please also include a contact
number that we can readily reach
you on.

•

•

On wishing to book to secure a
place, payment must be made in
full. Card details will be taken during
a telephone booking to secure
the place. Companies are able to
request an invoice on provision of a
purchase order number
On cleared payments, full booking
details and training material will be
provided to you. Training material
is not able to be provided without a
course booking.

Attending Training
•

You must bring with you, in-date
certificates on day 1 as evidence of
your suitability for assessment. We
cannot process your assessment
without this evidence.

•

You must also bring 2 x standard
passport style photos for each
qualification you are undertaking.

•

Dress code is smart casual or
workwear.

•

You must attend all of the required
training days and be punctual. No
refunds can be provided for missed
time and you may not be suitable to
be put forward for assessments.
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To keep course costs as low as
possible, and to serve a growing
waiting list, we hope you appreciate
why we are unable to accommodate
changes or cancellations. We incur
fixed charges for each course
offered, on such a low-cost model
each place requires filling.

•

In the event of non-attendance,
there will be no refund in full or
part. Non-attendance due to Covid
mandated isolation requirements
will be looked to be re-planned for
you on your provision of evidence.

•

Candidate details are pre-registered
to create study materials and
certification system documentation.
We therefore are unable to transfer
course places to an alternate
delegate.

•

Ideal Heating reserves the right to
cancel a course at any time, but we
will endeavour to give candidates as
much notice as possible. Candidates
will be offered an alternative course
date, credit, or full refund. This is a
rare occurrence in circumstances of
unplanned staff absence.

Additional charges will be avoided as
much as possible, but a resit charge
of £100 +VAT per day may be incurred
for any candidate that requires to
resit assessments outside of the
planned training week. A re-sit must
be completed within 90 calendar days
of initial assessment and within 30
calendar days of re-assessment. Any
additional training may also incur
additional charges depending on the
nature and amount required.
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